Rehabilitation lessons from the 2005 Pakistan earthquake and others since — looking back and ahead?
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Oct 2015 marks the 10th anniversary of a great national tragedy, which still haunts many of the victims and many of those who provided them health care assistance during this difficult time. It is appropriate now to revisit the 2005 Pakistan Earthquake and others to review their lessons in order to better respond to future large-scale natural disasters.

A disaster is defined as "a sudden, calamitous event that seriously disrupts the functioning of a community or society and causes human, material, and economic or environmental losses that exceed the community's or society's ability to cope using its own resources".1 Natural disasters include earthquakes, forest fires, droughts, volcanic eruptions, tornadoes, hurricanes, tsunami and floods. In the last two decades, earthquakes (some resulting in tsunamis) killed more people than all other types of disaster combined, claiming nearly 750,000 lives.2

Lessons learned from these tragedies, including those from the 2005 Pakistan Earthquake, are found in the pool of knowledge reflected in the growing global disaster literature.3-5 Preparedness for and response to these disasters has consequently improved. The disaster rehabilitation responses to subsequent earthquakes in China (2008), Haiti (2010) and Nepal (2015) have been quicker, better coordinated, and more integrated into the overall emergency disaster response.

Large numbers of severe neurological and orthopaedic impairments have been documented in earthquakes around the globe including the 2005 earthquake over the last ten years. Spinal cord injuries (SCI),6 traumatic brain injury (TBI),7 limb amputation,6 and peripheral nerve injuries are among them. Historically, the emergency medical response to a disaster has been led by surgeons whose priority is saving lives and limbs. Fortunately, there is increasing global awareness that early rehabilitation intervention for these severe injuries results in positive outcomes including reduced associated disability demonstrated by fewer acute and long-term complications, decreased length of hospital stay, improved functional outcomes, and better community re-integration of survivors.8,9 Inclusion of physical rehabilitation as part of ‘injury’ essential health services in the most recent version of the Sphere Handbook10 and inclusion of minimum standards for rehabilitation in the World Health Organisation guidance for foreign medical teams,11 reflects this increased awareness.

Rehabilitation medicine physicians (i.e., physiatrists) have not only played an active role in the early management of these major disabling injuries, but have also devised long-term rehabilitation and follow-up plans.12 Benefits of physiatrist involvement were highlighted in a seminal ISPRM (International Society of Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine) discussion paper on the effectiveness of medical rehabilitation after natural disasters. This academic collaboration between experts from four countries summarized the literature on the demographics of major disabilities in natural disasters, shortcomings in the traditional disaster response, the value of an early multi-disciplinary rehabilitation intervention, and the need for long-term patient follow up.13

Physiatrists actively participated in the emergency medical response to the Sichuan earthquake (China; 2008) in which they performed triage, coordinated the transfer of SCI patients, performed early evaluation, initiated rehabilitation, developed follow up plans, and assessed quality of life (QOL) of the survivors.12,14 Physiatrists and other rehabilitation professionals from the US and Canada heavily supported the nearly non-existent rehabilitation infrastructure in Haiti following the 2010 earthquake, reinforcing the significant role of physiatrists in the management of severe disabling injuries post disaster.15 The recent earthquake in Nepal saw a near-immediate disaster rehabilitation response.3 Physiatrists and medical professionals with disaster rehabilitation expertise from Canada, US, UK, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Australia conducted case video
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conferring and provided mentorship to the medical professionals who were providing rehabilitation services to the surge of acute SCI patients at the Spinal Injury Rehabilitation Centre near Kathmandu.

These major earthquakes of the last decade have imparted several valuable lessons regarding medical rehabilitation in disasters which deserve highlighting:

1. Earthquakes cause large numbers of severe neurological and orthopaedic impairments which can result in long-term disability;
2. These disabling injuries require acute trauma care as well as sub-acute, intermediate, and long-term rehabilitation in order to optimize functional recovery and community re-integration of survivors;
3. Rehabilitation is most effective when initiated early after the disaster, and;
4. Medical rehabilitation following a disaster is best provided by a well-trained, multi-disciplinary team of rehabilitation professionals led by physiatrists.

Pakistan’s health care system responded well despite its limitations during the acute response to the October 2005 earthquake, particularly for SCI patients. Most victims were efficiently triaged and received adequate initial assessment and treatment by rehabilitation professionals. These initial positive patient management measures resulted in increased societal and professional awareness of SCI, which has been historically neglected in Pakistan. SCI facilities at the National Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine and Armed Forces Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine were upgraded; training opportunities for PMR and other rehabilitation professionals were improved, and; data sharing and publications on disaster populations increased as did international collaborations.

There presently remains, however, a critical need for stakeholders across the spectrum of emergency management in Pakistan, including the medical and rehabilitation sectors, to develop comprehensive, integrated response plans in preparation for the next major large-scale disaster. Professional societies of PMR and those of other specialties practicing rehabilitation, including orthopaedics, neurosurgery, and neurology, must actively participate. National and provincial disaster management plans should consider:

1. Physiatrist involvement in emergency triage, evacuation, and assessment of victims with new onset injuries as well as those with pre-existing disabilities;
2. Practice of multidisciplinary team rehabilitation (as rehabilitation is still commonly perceived as physiotherapy with exercises), and;
3. Expanding rehabilitation capacity in disasters by training surgeons on integrating rehabilitation into acute trauma care and general practitioners on performing basic rehabilitation triage and interventions. The physiatrist work force can be increased in anticipation of disasters by expanding and upgrading PMR training programmes.

The 2005 earthquake was a challenge to which the Pakistani nation and its health care professionals responded admirably despite limitations. Early, coordinated intervention by multidisciplinary rehabilitation teams had a positive impact on survivor recovery. It is imperative that the lessons learnt from this tragedy guide our present planning in order to prevent needless mortality, suffering, and disability in future disasters.
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